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Abstract

It remains unknown that the degree of bias in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) results without
considering coronary cyclic bending. This study aims to investigate the influence of different rates
of coronary cyclic bending on coronary hemodynamics. To model coronary bending, a multi-ring-
controlled fluid-structural interaction (FSI) model was designed. A coronary artery was simulated
with various cyclic bending rates (0.5s, 0.75s and 1s, corresponding to heart rates of 120bpm, 80bpm
and 60bpm) and compared against a stable model. The simulated results show that the hemodynamic
parameters of vortex Q-criterion, temporal wall shear stress (WSS), time-averaged WSS (TaWSS) and
oscillatory shear index (OSI) were sensitive to the changes in cyclic rate. A higher heart rate resulted in
higher magnitude and larger variance in the hemodynamic parameters. Whereas the values and distri-
butions of flow velocity and relative residence time (RRT) did not show significant differences between
different bending periods. This study suggests that a stable coronary model is not sufficient to repre-
sent the hemodynamics in a bending coronary artery. Different heart rate conditions were found to have
significant impact on the hemodynamic parameters. Thus, the cyclic bending should be considered
to mimic the realistic hemodynamics in future patient-specific coronary hemodynamics studies.
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1 Introduction1

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) has been2

widely used to simulate coronary hemodynam-3

ics. Unlike other blood vessels, coronary arteries4

adhere to the myocardium, which induces com-5

plicated movement and deformation following the6

cardiac cycle. A CFD model, with a rigid geomet-7

ric fluid domain, cannot mimic the superposition8

of changes in position, curvature, and torsion9
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along the coronary artery axis and the variations10

on the lumen cross-section (Freidoonimehr et al.,11

2022). The degree of bias in hemodynamic results12

introduced by omitting the vessel wall elasticity13

and deformation remains a controversial issue. It14

has been reported that when replacing the rigid15

wall with the elastic wall, the effect of wall compli-16

ance on the temporal wall shear stress (WSS) was17

more significant than that on the time-averaged18

WSS (TaWSS) and oscillatory shear index (OSI)19

(Torii et al., 2009)(Eslami et al., 2020). When con-20

sidering the dynamic movement of the coronary21

vessel, applying a flexible fluid domain in CFD22

becomes complicated, due to the complexity of23

defining the coronary motion and setting up the24

dynamic mesh (Zeng and Ethier, 2003). A prac-25

tical technology to describe the coronary motion26

is to attach the coronary surface to a sphere with27

curvature variation. With this model, the effects28

of curvature variation were found different in the29

systolic and diastolic phases (Prosi et al., 2004).30

Some other key findings of the influence of coro-31

nary motion on the hemodynamics include that32

temporal WSS was more significantly impacted33

compared to the TaWSS (Zeng et al., 2003)(Torii34

et al., 2009)(Hasan et al., 2013). And the cyclic35

bending has a more modest effect on the hemo-36

dynamic parameters compared to the structural37

stress and strain (Tang et al., 2009)(Tang et al.,38

2009)(Fan et al., 2014).39

Compared to the pure CFD model with40

dynamic mesh, a promising computational model41

to mimic the temporal variation of coronary would42

be the fluid-structure interaction (FSI) model,43

which used the structural domain ’pass’ the defor-44

mation to the fluid domain, avoiding the com-45

plexity of controlling dynamics mesh. However,46

currently most FSI-based coronary computational47

models only focus on wall compliance and do not48

consider a realistic coronary bending. And a more49

feasible approach to precisely mimic the coro-50

nary cyclic bending is urged to further understand51

the influence of cyclic bending on the coronary52

hemodynamics.53

This study aims to gain a comprehensive54

understanding of the influence of coronary cyclic55

bending on hemodynamic factors. In order to56

mimic the coronary artery movement during the57

cardiac cycle, a multi-ring-controlled FSI model58

was designed. The coronary models under various59

cyclic bending rates (0.5s, 0.75s and 1s, corre-60

sponding to heart rates of 120bpm, 80bpm and61

60bpm) were simulated and compared with a62

stable model.63

2 Methods64

2.1 Coronary Geometric Model65

A patient-specific (male, age 54) coronary lumen66

was reconstructed by extruding the circular inter-67

secting surface (3 mm diameter) through a digital68

subtraction angiography (DSA)-generated right69

coronary artery (RCA) centreline. The recon-70

structed model started after the branch of the71

acute marginal artery and ended before the branch72

of the right descending artery, covering the mid to73

distal range of RCA. The arterial wall was inflated74

with a uniform thickness of 0.75 mm. Straight75

extensions were added to both inlet and outlet76

(Figure 1), to avoid the boundary effects from fluid77

and extreme distortion at the coronary inlet and78

outlet.79

2.2 Moving Control Rings Module80

In order to facilitate the coronary cyclic move-81

ment of the reconstructed coronary model, a82

control-rings module was designed to transfer the83

displacement profiles onto the arterial wall exte-84

riorly, and subsequently drive the lumen (flow85

domain) in motion. This module consisted of two86

fixed rings, which were placed at the two end sur-87

faces of the coronary and 6 moving controllers88

in between. The movement profiles at each con-89

trol point were measured from the patient’s DSA90

imaging sequence in one cardiac cycle. To simplify91

the movement profile, a section of the coronary92

centreline with endpoints’ straight-line distance93

of 70 mm was cropped. Then the centreline was94

translated to Cartesian coordinate system by lay-95

ing the two endpoints onto x-axis. The centroids96

of controller rings were evenly distributed in the97

x-direction with a gap of 10 mm. Using these cen-98

troids, the rings were defined and were threaded99

by the coronary model, their circular sectional100

plane was locally perpendicular to the coronary101

centreline. A small gap (0.2 mm) was left between102

the rings and the arterial wall surface. The rings103

were given movement profiles in y-direction, con-104

strained in x and z directions, and were free to105
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rotate. This setting allowed for a small free rel-106

ative shift at the contact region, avoiding large107

spike deformity (Figure 1).108

The movement profiles were measured using109

the displacement at the centroids (only for110

the 6 moving rings) in the y-direction at dif-111

ferent time-points during a cardiac cycle. An112

in-house developed MATLAB (R2020b, Math-113

Works,Natick, MA, US) module was used to114

calculate the displacement and interpolate the115

movement profiles.116

2.3 Computational Model117

The FSI simulation was performed on the ANSYS118

Workbench platform (version 2020R2, ANSYS,119

Canonsburg, PA, USA). The basic setup of FSI120

model was following our previous study (Wang121

et al., 2020). The blood flow through the coro-122

nary artery was assumed as laminar incompress-123

ible, homogeneous and Newtonian. The viscosity124

and density were set to 0.00345Pa · s,1050kg/m3,125

respectively. No-slip boundary was applied to the126

fluid domain. The mesh movement of fluid dmaoin127

was controlled by the System Coupling component128

in ANSYS Workbench, which passed the displace-129

ment data from transient structural to Fluent130

CFD.131

The profiles of the coronary velocity and pres-132

sure were adopted from a typical RCA flow profile133

(Broyd et al., 2016). The fluid flow profiles and the134

coronary movement profiles were mapped into the135

systolic and diastolic phases. Same as the coronary136

movement profiles, the cycle periods of flow pro-137

files were scaled to the same cycle periodic times,138

i.e. 1s, 0.75s and 0.5s (corresponding to heart139

rates of 60bpm, 80bpm and 120bpm). In the FSI140

model, the coronary movement profiles and fluid141

flow profiles with same cyclic period were coupled142

to simulate the coronary bending under different143

heart rate.144

Considering that the initial status of the coro-145

nary model was one of its extreme morphologies146

(for example, at the highest-y (contraction) or the147

lowest-y (stretch)), the mono-directional deforma-148

tion of the coronary in one cardiac cycle may be149

too large to remove high distortion. To tackle this150

issue, a medium position was selected as the ini-151

tial status (a state at time-point of 0). This design152

was to moderate the distortion and allow the coro-153

nary geometry to move bi-directionally from its154

initial position. Hence, at time 0, the coronary155

was at a medium position. The time-point 0 to156

0.2s was a linear progression period whereby the157

coronary moved from a medium position to its158

highest-y (contraction) position. This time-point159

of 0.2s was set as the initial reference for the entire160

cardiac cycle. The periodic profiles used in this161

computational model are plotted in Figure 1.162

From the result of each simulation, the hemo-163

dynamic parameters, i.e. temporal wall shear164

stress (WSS), time-averaged WSS (TaWSS), oscil-165

latory shear index (OSI), Relative Residence Time166

(RRT), velocity and vortex Q-criterion were post-167

processed in MATLAB and Tecplot EX 360168

(2020R2, Tecplot Inc. Bellevue, WA, USA).169

In order to intuitively present the influence170

of cyclic bending, a stable coronary model was171

conducted to compare against the cyclic bending172

models. The stable model simulations contained173

12 discrete coronary morphologies at different174

phase in the cardiac cycle using the same bound-175

ary conditions as those of the cyclic bending176

models at the corresponding time phase. Please177

note unlike the common models which applied var-178

ied flow profiles on a stable geometry, the discrete179

stable model in this study was fully discrete in180

both geometry and hemodynamics. Therefore, no181

time-averaged parameters could be provided from182

the discrete stable model results.183

3 Results184

3.1 Flow Velocity and Vorticity185

From the computational results with three peri-186

odic models (0.5s, 0.75s and 1s) and the sta-187

ble model, the flow velocity magnitude at mid-188

longitudinal plane at three transient periodic189

phases were plotted in Figure 2. The velocity range190

of these four models were similar at the time point191

with high-velocity inlet (i.e. the second row in192

Figure 2). The maximum magnitude of velocity193

presented downtrend following the bending fre-194

quency decreasing. In the 0.5s period model the195

max velocity reached 0.75 m/s, both 0.75s and196

1.0s period model had a max velocity of 0.70 m/s,197

and the stable model had the maximum velocity198

of 0.67 m/s. At other time points when the inlet199

velocity profile was low, the four models showed200

a small and negligible gap in the value range of201

velocity between each model.202
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To further evaluate the vorticity, the vortex203

Q-criterion was used to describe the potential204

occurrence of vorticity in the blood vessel (Figure205

3). The positive Q-criterion tended to appear on206

the convex side, and inversely, negatives laid on207

the concave side. Besides, near the buckling loca-208

tion (i.e. the coronary had a larger curvature209

than surroundings, for example, the locations near210

#1 and #4 controller rings in Figure 1), the Q-211

criterion was normally in a high positive value212

range, meaning the possible existence of vorticity.213

The span of Q-criterion value followed the trend214

of velocity waveform. A wider range of Q-criterion215

was found when velocity magnitude was higher.216

The results showed that a shorter period resulted217

in a wider Q-criterion range, which increased the218

absolute magnitude of both negative and posi-219

tive Q-values simultaneously. The stable model220

did not follow this trend. The stable wall had a bit221

smaller positive Q-values, which indicated less vor-222

ticity potential than the flexible wall counterparts.223

Besides, the stable wall showed a much higher224

absolute magnitude in the negative Q-values, rep-225

resenting the stronger viscous stress-dominated226

wall effect.227

In order to demonstrate the changes in flow228

velocity and vortex in one cardiac cycle, the veloc-229

ity magnitude and the vortex Q-criterion at the230

centroids of six moving control rings (which are231

located in the middle centreline of the coronary232

and distributed evenly in horizontal x-direction,233

refer to Figure 1) in one periodic cycle were plot-234

ted in Figure 4. The velocity pattern at these235

locations mainly followed the prescribed velocity236

profile. At the same time point, the velocity mag-237

nitude at different locations had small gaps. In238

the plot of the Q-criterion, positive Q values were239

found dominant in locations 1, 4 and 6, which were240

identified as vorticity-dominant area. And the Q241

values at location 3 and 5 were around zero as a242

balance of spin and shear. Contrarily the 2nd loca-243

tion consisted of more negative Q values, which244

was viscous stress dominated location.245

3.2 Surface Wall Shear246

Similar to the above plot of velocity and Q-247

criterion, the temporal WSS contours at the three248

specific time phases were plotted in Figure 5. The249

shorter period model shows a higher value of WSS250

than the counterparts with longer periods, espe-251

cially at the time-point of maximum velocity. At252

the maximum velocity time-point, the bending253

model produced a much higher maximum WSS254

value (over 10 Pa) than the stable model (8.6 Pa),255

while at the low-velocity time, the difference of256

max WSS was small. Additionally, the WSS at257

the concave side (bottom boundary) of the lumen258

surface was higher than on the convex side (top259

boundary). In Figure 6, the WSS range on the260

convex and concave lines during one cycle was pre-261

sented using a box-plot. The distribution shows262

that a shorter cycle period brought high magni-263

tude of WSS, at both concave and convex sides.264

Furthermore, The WSS on the concave side was265

remarkably higher than on the convex side par-266

ticularly at time points with high velocity. For267

example, for the 0.5s period model, the highest268

WSS on the concave side was 12.0 Pa, alternately,269

on the convex side was 5.9 Pa.270

3.3 Period-averaged Parameters271

Three period-averaged WSS-derived hemody-272

namic parameters, TaWSS, OSI and RRT were273

exported from the simulation result. From the con-274

tours of these parameters (Figure 7), the TaWSS275

and OSI of the three models were significantly dif-276

ferent. The 0.5s period model has more regions277

with high TaWSS and OSI, the 0.75s period model278

had less high-value regions and the 1.0s period279

model had the smallest regions of high TaWSS280

and OSI. Alternatively, the distribution of RRT281

was observed to be similar in all models.282

The histograms (Figure 8) present the statisti-283

cal distribution of these period-averaged hemody-284

namic parameters. From left to right, the period285

time (0.5s, 0.75s and 1s) increases, corresponding286

to the heart rate of 120 bpm, 80 bpm and 60 bpm.287

Overall, TaWSS and OSI were more sensitive to288

the change of cycle time and RRT was shown289

to less sensible when the cyclic period varied.290

A statistics of median, mean, max and standard291

deviation values (Table 1) explicitly displays the292

trend of the changes in hemodynamic parameters293

changing over different periods. The 0.5s period294

model presented higher TaWSS than the others.295

The mean value of TaWSS surpassed the 0.75s296

and 1.0s models by 36.5% and 53.2% respectively.297

And the maximum value exceeded 0.75s and 1.0s298

models by 39.9% and 54.3% respectively. The 0.5s299
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model also had a broader range of the values com-300

pared to the 0.75s and 0.1s period models. The301

standard deviation was 35.4% and 52.4% more302

than that in 0.75s and 1.0s models respectively.303

Similar for the OSI, taking the 0.5s period model304

as reference, the mean values from 0.75s and 1.0s305

periodic model decreased by 68.6% and 77.1%,306

maximum values decreased by 7.5% and 17.6%,307

and standard deviations decreased by 59.0% and308

65.5%. The median, mean, max and deviation of309

the RRT were similar for all three models.310

4 Discussion311

4.1 ‘Variants’ and ‘Invariants’312

From the simulation results, the vortex Q-313

criterion, WSS, TaWSS and OSI were found314

sensitive to changes in the cyclic period which cor-315

responds to the heart rate. The period variance316

did not have a large impact on flow velocity and317

RRT. Here the variation of these parameters is318

discussed.319

The results of blood flow velocity in this com-320

putational model were driven by the velocity and321

pressure profiles at boundaries. As the cyclic bend-322

ing could change the inertia force, the flexible flow323

domain therefore is also assumed to contribute to324

the flow acceleration. However, velocity did not325

show an evident trend with the cycle period chang-326

ing as hypothesised. The velocity at each location327

was primarily altered based on the tendency of328

the inlet profile. Normally the blood flow velocity329

would be expected to increase with an increasing330

heart rate. However, due to the lack of measured331

data, the velocity profiles with different cyclic332

period used in this study had the same velocity333

magnitude. This may be a reason for consistency334

of the velocity results of these four models.335

RRT is an indicator of the time of residence the336

molecules spent around the lumen boundary. It337

evaluates the surface shear condition incorporat-338

ing the level of the shear and its oscillatory nature339

(Himburg et al., 2004). In this coronary model, the340

flow was treated as mono-directional flow there-341

fore only some relatively high RRT regions were342

observed at the convex side at areas with low-343

WSS dominant (Figure 7). In another aorta-based344

study, high-RRT was observed at the concave side345

(Soulis et al., 2011). In their model, the high-RRT346

were found at the concave side and surrounding347

the branches. The branch area with local vortex348

normally elevated OSI. Therefore, the high RRT in349

the aorta was caused by high-OSI. The high-OSI350

also made the magnitude of RRT from the afore-351

mentioned aorta model much higher than that in352

our models. It is expected that if the branch of353

the coronary was included in this model, the RRT354

would then elevate at the branch area and become355

more dependent on OSI. Hence, it is difficult to356

predict whether the RRT would be more sensitive357

to the cycle period changing.358

4.2 Why does the heart rate359

matters?360

This study simulated the hemodynamics in coro-361

nary under different heart rate. The cycle time362

(corresponded to heart rate) was proven to have363

significant influence on key hemodynamic param-364

eters such as WSS and OSI. For example, high365

heart rate increases the magnitudes of WSS and366

OSI.367

From the conventional rigid-wall CFD model,368

the difference of thermodynamics under differ-369

ent heart rate may not be revealed. In Figure 9,370

the period-averaged wall shear derivative param-371

eters were plotted using conventional rigid-wall372

CFD model with a stable mid-position coronary373

geometry. The results show very similar value374

range of each parameter between different peri-375

ods. Please note that because of the nature of376

stable CFD model, only one transient geometry377

could be selected for simulation. But these results378

still could qualitatively prove that there were sig-379

nificant differences on these parameters between380

cyclic-bending model and stable CFD model.381

Therefore, it is clear that the heart rate should382

be a non-negligible consideration to refine the383

computational model. For instance, to evaluate384

the hemodynamics under the exercise scenario, the385

normal 1s cycle time (60 bpm) cannot be expected386

to provide realistic results, as it underestimated387

the magnitude and distribution of WSS and OSI,388

and may further cause undervaluation of patient389

vulnerability. Alternatively, the use of boundary390

conditions with a 0.5s cycle (120 bpm) will be391

pertinent.392
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4.3 Advantage of Ring-control393

Model394

In this paper, we proposed the concept of using a395

series of independent ring units to flexibly control396

coronary cyclic bending. The highly non-linear,397

non-uniform and distorted deformation delivered398

to the fluid domain is achieved by means of FSI399

computational model. Depending on the length400

of interest region, cross-section size of coronary,401

and the complexity of measured deformation pro-402

file, the control-ring parameters such as size and403

quantity can be flexibly adjusted. A future study404

will target to further provide a strategy of the405

setup of control rings. The precision of the move-406

ment control can be regulated by adding more407

rings, using finer ring dimensions, allowing more408

degrees of freedom, and down-sampling the shift409

measurement based on the computational demand410

on different patient-specific coronary models. The411

displacement profiles of each control-ring could be412

intuitively measured from the DSA imaging data413

and directly applied to the computational model.414

4.4 Limitations415

The hemodynamics in the cyclic-bending coronary416

is complex. The discussion has stated some limi-417

tations for the current model setup and discussed418

process optimisation options, viz:419

4.4.1 geometric model limit420

In this study, the single tunnel vessel and mono-421

directional flow was used. The absence of branch422

structure meant that most of the hemodynamic423

parameters were under-estimated. As from empir-424

ical consensus, the branch area is likely associated425

with vorticity with abnormal values of hemody-426

namic parameters such as WSS, OSI and RRT427

which is subsequently prone to develop atheroscle-428

rosis. Due to the flexibility of using controller429

rings, our cyclic-bending model can be smoothly430

translated to the coronary model with the branch.431

4.4.2 boundary condition432

The boundary condition is an inescapable consid-433

eration in computational simulations, especially434

for patient biomechanical modelling. Most of435

the data used for boundary conditions cannot436

be directly and adequately measured from the437

patient. Another complex aspect of coronary mod-438

elling is matching the profiles of cyclic bending439

and hemodynamics. When applying the bending440

displacement on each control ring, these rings were441

perfectly synchronized, which meant every point442

at the coronary was at the same phase. However,443

when applying the velocity profile at the inlet,444

the waveform took some time to travel to each445

location in the coronary, i.e. the hemodynamic446

parameters tended to have phase displacement at447

different locations simultaneously. Therefore, the448

inlet and outlet profiles must match the bend-449

ing displacement curves where the phases do not450

match. This problem does not seem to have a solu-451

tion yet, because it is hard to know the points452

in lumen where the pulse phase matches with the453

bending phase, unless a direct measurement of454

velocity and pressure can be acquired at a known455

position. Another solution could be to mimic the456

entire heart structure and the circular path of457

the coronary vascular system. This avoids the use458

of velocity and pressure profile from an arbitrary459

inlet location.460

4.4.3 structural analysis461

In this study we did not acquire the structural462

analysis results from FSI model. It is admitted the463

lack of structural analytical results did weaken the464

advantage of using FSI model, though the scope465

of this study was the coronary hemodynamics466

exclusively. In the current setup of ring-controlled467

coronary motion model, some issues may arise468

in the structural analysis. From the design of469

the ring-control model, the controller rings can470

be clearly seen to make contact with the vessel471

wall. This causes local buckling which impacts472

the stress and strain results. Mild local buckling473

resulting from the control ring contacting could474

also be observed in the fluid domain in this study.475

The potential solution to this occurrence includes:476

1) using a relatively softer material for the con-477

troller rings, but this might in turn decrease the478

controlling precision of displacement; 2) adding a479

sleeving layer in between the control rings and ves-480

sel wall structure; and 3) as ascribed, increasing481

the number of the control-rings which adds con-482

tact surface area and smooths the displacement483

profile.484

The solution of enabling structural analysis485

in the proposed ring-controlled coronary model486
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is planned to be investigated in future study. A487

more comprehensive model with both structural488

and hemodynamic analysis is expected to better489

depict the coronary bending mechanism.490

5 Conclusion491

A ring controlled FSI model was designed to492

mimic the hemodynamics in the coronary with493

various cyclic bending frequencies. The hemody-494

namic parameters of vorticity Q-criterion, tempo-495

ral WSS, TaWSS and OSI were found sensitive496

to the variation cycle period time (i.e. the change497

of the heart rate). Whereas no significant change498

in velocity magnitude and RRT were observed499

from the simulation results. The variation of heart500

rate has non-negligible effect on the coronary501

hemodynamics. The conventional stable model502

and misapplication of cycle period of boundary503

conditions may significantly underestimate the504

important hemodynamics parameters and further505

influence the precision of diagnosis. Therefore, we506

suggest that in the coronary computational sim-507

ulation, the effects of both temporal variations in508

geometry and hemodynamics should be carefully509

considered, and the boundary condition profiles510

should be patient-specific, guaranteeing a realistic511

result.512
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Table 1 Statistical values of the period-averaged
WSS-derived parameters.

Parameter Period Median Mean Max SD

TaWSS
(Pa)

0.5s 3.986 4.054 11.41 1.277
0.75s 2.467 2.574 6.860 0.8244
1.0s 1.809 1.897 5.214 0.608

OSI
0.5s 0.01345 0.02241 0.1475 0.02253
0.75s 0.003851 0.007036 0.1364 0.009217
1.0s 0.002433 0.005130 0.1216 0.007778

RRT
0.5s 0.5360 0.5775 2.436 0.2189
0.75s 0.5495 0.5856 2.441 0.2156
1.0s 0.5585 0.5931 2.380 0.2154
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Fig. 1 An overview of the coronary geometric model used
in this study. Top: the stereoscopic view of the coronary
model, velocity inlet and pressure outlet extensions. Eight
rings are equally distributed along the coronary, two of
them at boundaries are fixed, while the medium 6 are mov-
ing controller, whose periodic shift profiles are plotted in
the upright curve chart. Bottom: the lateral cutaway view
and the key measurements of the model. Notice that a
small gap is left between the rings and the arterial wall sur-
face, which allows small relative shift at the contact region,
avoiding large freak deformity. The middle curve chart is
the fluid velocity and pressure boundary conditions.
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Fig. 2 The velocity contour on the longitudinal section
plane at three transient time-points in one periodic cycle.
Three transient time-points were selected based on the fluid
boundary profiles, from top to bottom rows: the time-phase
with the maximum pressure, maximum velocity, and the
minimum velocity and pressure. From left to right columns:
the results from the computational models with period
time of 0.5s (heart rate 120 bpm), 0.75s (80 bpm), 1.0s
(60 bpm) and the reference stable model, which was not
applied the transient movement and hemodynamic bound-
ary conditions.
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Fig. 3 The contour of vortex Q-criterion on the longitu-
dinal section plane at three transient time-points in one
periodic cycle. The value range of Q-criterion for each sub-
plot were labelled. Thereinto, positive values represented
vortex dominant area, While the negative values indicated
the strain rate or viscous stress dominant area.
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Fig. 4 The velocity (top row) and Q-criterion (bottom
row) at the centroids of six moving control rings (the node
locations referenced in Figure 1). In each plot, the horizon-
tal axis contains the six centroid points; the vertical axis
are the time-phase of one cardiac cycle. Note at each model
the number of sample points are not exactly same due to
the different periodic time, the data from each models with
different period time were normalized and their periodic
phase were matched.
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Fig. 5 The contour of lumen surface wall shear stress
(WSS) at same three transient time-points in one peri-
odic cycle as Figure 2 and 3. At the time point with high
velocity, the WSS pattern showed more significant variance
between the four columns (from left to right: 0.5s, 0.75s and
1.0s period time and the reference stable model). A short
period time, to wit a high-frequency cycle model brought
higher WSS.
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Fig. 6 The histograms of wall shear stress (WSS) on the
convex (top) and concave (bottom) lines of coronary lumen
surface in the three periodic simulations plus one static
simulation. The WSS on the convex side was higher than
the concave side. A shorter period (corresponding to high
heart rate) resulted in slight higher WSS than the longer
period ones. Underestimation of WSS occurred in the sta-
ble simulation.
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Fig. 7 The contour plot of three period-averaged wall
shear derivative parameters on the coronary lumen sur-
face (lateral view). From left to right: three cyclic bending
period of 0.5s, 0.75s and 1.0s. From top to bottom: the
parameters of time-averaged wall shear stress (TaWSS),
oscillatory shear index (OSI) and Relative Residence Time
(RRT).
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Fig. 8 The histograms of three periodic averaged wall
shear derivative parameters on the coronary lumen surface.
From left to right: the cyclic bending period of 0.5s, 0.75s
and 1.0s. From top to bottom: the parameters of time-
averaged wall shear stress (TaWSS), oscillatory shear index
(OSI) and Relative Residence Time (RRT). From the his-
tograms, the shorter period (corresponding to high heart
rate) resulted in more broad distribution, and higher val-
ues of TaWSS and OSI. While no significant distinction
was observed in the histograms of RRT from comparing
between the three periods.
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Fig. 9 The contour plot of three period-averaged wall
shear derivative parameters on the coronary lumen surface
(lateral view). This comparison simulation was performed
using conventional rigid-wall CFD model on the initial mid-
position of coronary geometry. From left to right: three
cyclic bending period of 0.5s, 0.75s and 1.0s. From top to
bottom: the parameters of time-averaged wall shear stress
(TaWSS), oscillatory shear index (OSI) and Relative Res-
idence Time (RRT).
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